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Résumé / Abstract
Résumé :
Nous présentons un traitement compréhensif de l'évaluation des options
Américaines sur des actifs qui payent des dividendes. Nous passons tout d'abord en
revue les principes d'évaluation de titres contingents Européens dans le cadre d'un
marché financier dans lequel le prix des actifs sous-jacents suivent des processus
d'Itô et le taux d'intérêt est stochastique. L'analyse est ensuite généralisée à
l'évaluation des titres contingents Américains. Nous présentons, en particulier, les
représentations de prime d'exercice prématuré et de prime d'exercice délayé, du prix
de l'option Américaine. Ces résultats sont spécialisés au cas du modèle de marché
standard, c'est à dire lorsque le prix de l'actif sous-jacent suit un mouvement
Borwnien géométrique et le taux d'intérêt est constant. Les options Américaines
plafonnées, avec plafond constant ou croissant, sont ensuite analysées. Des formules
d'évaluation sont tout d'abord présentées pour les options plafonnées sur des actifs
à dividendes dans le contexte du modèle standard. Des résultats nouveaux sont
ensuite présentés pour les options plafonnées sur des actifs sans dividende lorsque
le prix du sous-jacent suit un processus d'Itô à volatilité stochastique et le taux de
croissance du plafond est un processus stochastique adapté.
Mots Clés : Options Américaines, exercice optimal, prime d'exercice, principes
d'évaluation, dividendes, options plafonnées, volatilité stochastique,
taux d'intérêt stochastique
Abstract :
We provide a comprehensive treatement of option pricing with
particular emphasis on the valuation of American options on dividend-paying
assets. We begin by reviewing valuation principles for European contingent
claims in a financial market in which the underlying asset price follows an Itô
process and the interest rate is stochastic. Then this analysis is extended to the
valuation of American contingent claims. In particular, the early exercise
premium and the delayed exercise premium representations of the American
option price are presented. These results are specialized in the case of the
standard market model, i.e., when the underlying asset price follows a geometric
Brownian motion process and the interest rate is constant. American capped
options with constant and growing caps are then analyzed. Valuation formulas
are first provided for capped options on dividend-paying assets in the context of
the standard market model. Previously unpublished results are then presented
for capped options on nodividend-paying assets when the underlying asset price
follows an Itô process with stochastic volatility and the cap's growth rate is an
adapted stochastic process.
Keywords : American Options, Optimal Exercise, Exercise Premium, Valuation
Principles, Dividends, Capped Options, Stochastic Volatility,
Stochastic Interest Rate
American Options on Dividend-Paying Assets
1.1 Introduction
Contingent claims such as derivative securities are not new nancial
instruments. Contracts of this type have indeed been exchanged for sev-
eral centuries among economic agents. These securities have, however,
experienced unprecedented growth in the past twenty years or so, since
the creation of the rst organized options market, the Chicago Board of
Options Exchange (CBOE). Since the opening of this market, the number
and the types of options contracts have substantially increased. Today
investors can trade foreign exchange options, futures contracts, index op-
tions, and bond options in organized markets. Additionally, theoretical
and technological progress in the past ten years has made it possible to
engineer contracts with new provisions designed to meet specic invest-
ment needs. Capped options, Asian options, shout options, and other
types of exotic securities can now be purchased in the over-the-counter
market or can be issued by rms with specic nancing needs.
The valuation of derivative securities has been the object of a long
quest. A model describing the random behavior of speculative asset prices
was initially proposed by [Bachelier [1900]]. The development of a rigorous
theory of option pricing, however, only dates back to the 1970's. [Black
and Scholes [1973]] proposed a valuation formula for European options
which is consistent with the absence of arbitrage opportunities in the
nancial market. This model and the underlying methodology are rened
and extended by [Merton [1973]]. An equivalent approach based on an
appropriately chosen \risk neutral" valuation operator was pioneered by
[Cox and Ross [1976]]. The foundations and principles underlying these
valuation methods are identied and characterized in the seminal paper
by [Harrison and Kreps [1979]].
The valuation of American options also has a long history. [Samuelson
[1965]] and [McKean [1965]] initially treat this problem as a stopping time
problem unrelated to the pricing measure embedded in the underlying as-
set prices. It is only recently, however, that the optimal stopping problem
has been posed relative to an appropriate measure which correctly prices
American options ([Bensoussan [1984]] and [Karatzas [1988]]). [Karatzas
[1988]], in particular, shows that the American option payo can be repli-
cated by a carefully chosen strategy of investment in the primary assets
in the model. The value of the American option, then, must equal the
value of the replicating portfolio to avoid arbitrage opportunities and be
consistent with economic equilibrium.
While the stopping time approach to American option valuation is
instructive, it does not provide much insight into the properties of the
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optimal exercise boundary, nor does it lead to ecient numerical proce-
dures. [Kim [1990]], [Jacka [1991]] and [Carr, Jarrow and Myneni [1992]]
derive, in the context of the standard market model (geometric Brownian
motion for the underlying asset price and a constant interest rate), an
early exercise premium representation of the value of the American op-
tion. This representation expresses the value of the American option as
the corresponding European option value plus the gains from early exer-
cise. The gains from early exercise are the present value of the dividend
benets in the exercise region net of the interest losses on the payments
incurred upon exercise.
In fact, the early exercise premium formula is the Riesz decomposition
of the Snell envelope which arises in the stopping time problem associated
with the valuation of the option contract. The Riesz decomposition was
initially proved in the context of stopping time problems by [El Karoui
and Karatzas [1991]]. [Myneni [1992]] adapts their results to the American
put pricing problem in the context of the standard market model. The
decomposition was recently extended to a fairly general class of market
models with semimartingale price processes by [Rutkowski [1994]].
The early exercise premium representation is written in terms of the
optimal exercise boundary. By imposing a boundary condition, this rep-
resentation can be used to derive a recursive integral equation for the
optimal exercise boundary. This equation can be used in a numerical
procedure to solve for the optimal exercise boundary which determines
the value of the American option.
While the valuation of standard American option contracts has now
achieved a fair degree of maturity, much work remains to be done regard-
ing the new contractual forms that are constantly emerging in response
to new economic conditions and regulations. One innovation which has
received some attention is the class of capped option contracts. These are
options with a ceiling on their payo (or a oor for put options) which
limits the potential gains from early exercise. These options are attractive
from the perspective of issuers since they limit their potential liabilities,
yet they retain some attractiveness for purchasers since they provide up-
side potential and are less costly than their uncapped counterpart. As a
result, such options have appeared as components of securities issued by
rms to cover certain nancing needs. A recent treatment of these op-
tions, in the context of the standard market model, appears in [Broadie
and Detemple [1995]].
In this paper we provide a comprehensive treatment of option pric-
ing with particular emphasis on the valuation of American options on
dividend-paying assets. In the second section we review valuation prin-
ciples for European contingent claims in a nancial market in which the
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underlying asset price follows an Ito^ process and the interest rate is sto-
chastic. In Section 1.3 the analysis is extended to American contingent
claims. In this context we review the basic valuation principle for Amer-
ican options. We also provide two representation formulas, the early ex-
ercise premium and the delayed exercise premium representations, which
are based on recent developments in the eld. These results are then
applied in Section 1.4 to American option valuation in the context of
the standard market model, i.e., when the underlying asset price follows
a geometric Brownian motion process and the interest rate is constant.
American capped options with constant and growing caps are analyzed
in Section 1.5. Valuation formulas are rst provided for capped options
on dividend-paying assets in the context of the standard market model.
Previously unpublished results are then presented for capped options on
nondividend-paying assets when the underlying asset price follows an Ito^
process with stochastic volatility and the cap's growth rate is an adapted
stochastic process.
1.2 The Valuation of European Contingent Claims
We rst dene the classes of contingent claims which are the focus of
our analysis (subsection 1.2.1). We proceed with a description of the eco-
nomic setting (subsection 1.2.2). Attainable European contingent claims
are then characterized (subsection 1.2.3) and valued (subsection 1.2.4).
1.2.1 Denitions.
A derivative security is a nancial contract whose payo depends on
the price(s) of some underlying or primary asset(s). In their most general
form, derivative securities generate a ow of payments over periods of
time as well as cash payments at specic dates. In addition, the cash
ows need not be paid at xed points in time or during xed periods of
time. Some derivative securities involve cash ows paid at prespecied
random times or even at (random) times which are chosen by the holder
of the contract.
The standard example of a derivative security is an option contract. An
option gives the holder of the contract the right, but not the obligation,
to buy (or sell) a given asset, at a predetermined price (the exercise or
strike price), at or before some prespecied future date (the maturity
date). The option to buy (sell) is a call (put) option. A European option
contract can be exercised at the xed maturity date T only. Since exercise
at maturity is only optimal if the option is in the money, the payo on a
European call option written on a stock equals (S
T
 K)
+
, where S
T
is
the price of the underlying stock (primary asset) at the specied maturity
date and K > 0 is the exercise price of the contract. An American option
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contract can be exercised at any time at or before the maturity date.
1.2.2 The Economy.
We consider an economy with the following characteristics. The uncer-
tainty is represented by a complete probability space (
;F ; P ) where 

is the set of elementary events or \states of nature" with generic element
!, F is a -algebra representing the collection of observable events and P
is a probability measure dened on (
;F). The time period is the nite
interval [0; T ]. A Brownian motion process z is dened on (
;F ; P ) with
values in the real numbers R. The ow of information is given by the
natural ltration fF
t
g, i.e. the P -augmentation of the Brownian ltra-
tion. Without loss of generality we set F
T
= F so that all the observable
events are eventually known. Our model for information and beliefs is
(
;F ; fF
t
; t 2 [0; T ]g; P ).
Two types of nancial securities are traded in the asset market: a
riskless asset (bond) and a risky asset (stock). The price of the riskless
asset, B, satises the equation
(1.2.1) dB
t
= r
t
B
t
dt; t 2 [0; T ]; B
0
given,
where r = fr
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g is a bounded, strictly positive and progres-
sively measurable process of the ltration which represents the interest
rate in the economy. For notational convenience, dene the discount fac-
tor R
s;t
= exp( 
R
t
s
r
v
dv).
The price of the stock satises the stochastic dierential equation
(1.2.2) dS
t
= S
t
[(
t
  
t
)dt+ 
t
dz
t
]; t 2 [0; T ]; S
0
given.
The process   f
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g represents the dividend rate on
the stock;   f
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g and   f
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g are
the drift and the volatility coecients of the stock's total rate of return,
respectively. The coecients , , and  are bounded and progressively
measurable processes of the ltration. The dividend rate is nonnegative,
  0; the volatility  is bounded above and bounded away from zero
(P-a.s.), i.e., the nancial market under consideration is complete.
Remark 1.2.1. The nancial market is complete when a relevant class of
state contingent claims, i.e., cash ows that depend on the realized trajec-
tories of the Brownian motion process z, can be attained by an appropri-
ate portfolio of available nancial assets. When the volatility coecient
 is bounded away from zero, the stochastic shocks aecting the nancial
market (the Brownian motion z) can be hedged away, at all times, by
investing in the stock. The ability to design unconstrained investment
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strategies in the stock and in the bond, then, ensures the attainability of
these contingent claims ([Harrison and Kreps [1979]], [Harrison and Pliska
[1981]], [Due [1986]]).
It has become standard to use stochastic processes of the form (1.2.2) to
model the behavior of stock prices. For instance, the geometric Brownian
motion process which is obtained by taking constant coecients (; ; ),
is used as a basis for the [Black and Scholes [1973]] analysis. Alternative
formulations which have received attention include some processes with
jumps ([Merton [1973]], [Cox and Ross [1976]]).
In order to determine the prices of contingent claims we start by char-
acterizing the set of random variables (payos) that can be generated by
trading strategies involving only the stock and the bond.
Let X denote the wealth process generated by an investment strategy
in the nancial assets (1.2.1){(1.2.2). We rst dene the set of \allowable"
or \admissible" consumption-investment strategies. A portfolio process
 = f
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g is a progressively measurable, R-valued process
such that
R
T
0

t
dt < 1, (P-a.s.). Here 
t
denotes the (dollar) invest-
ment in the stock at date t; the amount invested in the bond contract is
X
t
  
t
. A cumulative consumption process C = fC
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g is
a progressively measurable, nondecreasing, right-continuous process with
values in R and initial value C
0
= 0. Since we consider nondecreas-
ing cumulative consumption processes only, the portfolio processes under
consideration allow for withdrawal of funds (for consumption purposes).
When cumulative consumption is null at all times the portfolio is said to
be self-nancing: it involves neither infusions nor withdrawals of funds
but only rebalancing of the existing positions held in the dierent assets.
An investment of 
t
in the stock at date t produces a total return
(capital gains plus dividends) equal to 
t
[(dS
t
=S
t
)+ 
t
dt]. An investment
of X
t
  
t
in the bond has a return of (X
t
  
t
)r
t
dt. The activity of
consumption reduces wealth by the corresponding amount dC
t
. Hence,
a consumption-portfolio strategy (C; ) generates the wealth process X
which solves the stochastic dierential equation
(1.2.3)
dX
t
= (X
t
  
t
)r
t
dt+ 
t
[(dS
t
=S
t
) + 
t
dt]  dC
t
; t 2 [0; T ];X
0
= x;
= r
t
X
t
dt+ 
t
(
t
  r
t
)dt+ 
t

t
dz
t
  dC
t
; t 2 [0; T ];X
0
= x:
Given an initial investment x > 0, a consumption-portfolio strategy (C; )
is admissible, if the associated wealth process X solving (1.2.3) satises
the nonnegativity constraint
(1.2.4) X
t
 0; t 2 [0; T ] (P-a.s.)
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This condition is a no-bankruptcy condition which stipulates that wealth
cannot be negative during the trading period. Let A(x) denote the set of
admissible strategies.
A European contingent claim (f; Y ) is composed of a cumulative pay-
ment process f  ff
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g which is nondecreasing, progres-
sively measurable, right-continuous and null at zero, and a nonnegative
F
t
-measurable cash ow Y at date T .
A consumption-portfolio strategy (C; ) generates a European contin-
gent claim (f; Y ) if (C; ) is admissible, C
t
= f
t
, and X
T
= Y . The claim
(f; Y ) is attainable from an initial investment x if there exists an admis-
sible consumption-portfolio strategy such that C
t
 f
t
for all t 2 [0; T ]
and X
T
 Y (P-a.s.).
1.2.3 Attainable Contingent Claims.
The pricing of contingent claims amounts to the identication of an
appropriate valuation operator which maps future payos into current
prices. Since the processes satisfying (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) represent the
prices of traded assets, this valuation operator must be consistent with
these prices. In fact, as will become clear below, the price processes
(1.2.1){(1.2.2) completely determine the valuation operator in this econ-
omy.
The market model (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) implies a unique market price
per unit risk   f
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g equal to 
t
= 
 1
t
(
t
  r
t
). This one-
dimensional process is well dened, progressively measurable and bounded
since  is bounded away from zero; it is uniquely dened because of market
completeness. The market price of risk represents the excess expected
return implicitly assigned by the model (1.2.1){(1.2.2) to the stochastic
shocks z aecting the nancial market.
Consider now the exponential process   f
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g dened
by
(1.2.5) 
t
= e
 (
R
t
0

s
dz
s
+
1
2
R
t
0

2
s
ds)
:
Boundedness of the market price of risk implies that the Novikov condi-
tion is satised; it follows that  is a martingale ([Karatzas and Shreve
[1988, Chapter 3, Corollary 5.13]]). We can then dene the equivalent
martingale probability measure, Q(A) = E[
T
1
A
], A 2 F
T
. That is, Q is
equivalent to P and is unique due to the completeness of the nancial mar-
ket. Additionally, by the Girsanov Theorem ([Karatzas and Shreve [1988,
Chapter 3, Theorem 5.1]]) the process ~z
t
= z
t
+
R
t
0

s
ds, for t 2 [0; T ], is
a standard Q-Brownian motion process.
Under the equivalent martingale measure Q, the ex-dividend price pro-
cess R
0;t
S
t
is a Q-supermartingale (recall R
s;t
 exp( 
R
t
s
r
v
dv)). The
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process consisting of the discounted ex-dividend price augmented by the
discounted dividends, S

t
 R
0;t
S
t
+
R
t
0
R
0;v

v
S
v
dv, is a Q-martingale. It
satises the equation
(1.2.6) dS

t
= S

t

t
d~z
t
; t 2 [0; T ];S

0
= S
0
:
We conclude that the present value formula
(1.2.7) S
t
= E

[R
t;T
S
T
+
Z
T
t
R
t;v

v
S
v
dvjF
t
]
holds, where E

denotes the expectation relative to the measureQ. In this
formula the discount rate is locally riskless (conditional on contempora-
neous information) but risky relative to the information available strictly
prior to current time. Hence the discount factor R
t;T
is an F
T
-measurable
random variable which cannot be factored out of the expectation operator
E

[  jF
t
]. Finally, we note that the system of Arrow-Debreu prices im-
plied by the price system (1.2.1){(1.2.2) is given by R
0;t

t
dP : these prices
represent the value attributed by the market at date 0 to one dollar paid
in state (t; !). The state price density is dened as 
t
 R
0;t

t
.
Consider European contingent claims (f; Y ) which satisfy the integra-
bility condition
(1.2.8) E[
T
Y ] +E[
Z
T
0

s
df
s
] <1:
Let I denote this class of claims.
Our rst theorem provides a characterization of the set of attainable
contingent claims.
Theorem 1.2.2. Consider a contingent claim (f; Y ) 2 I. If (f; Y ) is
attainable at date T from an initial investment x then
(1.2.9) E

[R
0;T
Y ] +E

[
Z
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
]  x:
Equivalently, if (f; Y ) is attainable from x then
E[
t
R
0;T
Y ] +E[
Z
T
0

s
R
0;s
df
s
]  x
where the expectation is taken relative to the measure P . Conversely,
suppose that (1.2.9) holds. Then there exists an admissible consumption-
portfolio strategy (C; ) such that (f; Y ) is attainable from the initial
wealth x.
In proposition 1.2.6 below we show that E

[R
0;T
Y ] + E

[
R
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
]
represents the present value at date 0 of the contingent claim (f; Y ).
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Hence, the condition (1.2.9) states that the present value of the contingent
claim (f; Y ) is less than or equal to the value of initial wealth x which
attains the claim.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.2. (i) Necessity: consider an admissible policy (C; ) 2
A(x). The associated wealth process corresponding to an initial invest-
ment x is the solution to equation (1.2.3) given by
(1.2.10)
X
t
= R
 1
0;t
 
x 
Z
t
0
R
0;s
dC
s
+
Z
t
0
R
0;s

1s
(
s
  r
s
)ds+
Z
t
0
R
0;s

1s

s
dz
s

for all t 2 [0; T ]. Equivalently, using the denition of the process ~z,
(1.2.11) X
t
R
0;t
+
Z
t
0
R
0;s
dC
s
= x+
Z
t
0
R
0;s

1s

s
d~z
s
:
The righthand side of (1.2.11) is a continuous Q-local martingale. Admis-
sibility of (C; ) implies that the lefthand side of (1.2.11) is nonnegative.
The combination of these two properties implies that the righthand side
is a nonnegative Q-supermartingale ([Karatzas and Shreve [1988, Chap-
ter 1, Problem 5.19]]). Taking expectations on both sides of (1.2.11) and
setting t = T yields
(1.2.12) E

[R
0;T
X
T
] +E

[
Z
T
0
R
0;s
dC
s
]  x:
Hence if (f; Y ) is attainable (X
T
 Y and C
t
 f
t
for all t 2 [0; T ]) from
initial wealth x then
(1.2.13)
E

[R
0;T
Y ] +E

[
Z
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
]  E

[R
0;T
X
T
] +E

[
Z
T
0
R
0;s
dC
s
] = x
and (1.2.9) follows.
(ii) Suciency: conversely, suppose that (f; Y ) 2 I satises equation
(1.2.9). By the fundamental representation theorem for Brownian mar-
tingales ([Karatzas and Shreve [1988, Chapter 3, Theorem 4.15]]) the P -
martingale M
t
dened by E[
T
R
0;T
Y jF
t
] + E[
T
R
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
jF
t
] has the
representation
(1.2.14) M
t
=M
0
+
Z
t
0

s
dz
s
where   f
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g is a one-dimensional, F
t
-progressively mea-
surable process such that
R
T
0

2
t
dt <1 (P-a.s.). An application of Bayes'
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law shows that the Q-martingaleM

t
 E

[R
0;T
Y jF
t
]+E

[
R
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
jF
t
]
equals
M

t
= 
 1
t
M
t
:
Using (1.2.5), (1.2.14), and applying Ito^'s lemma leads to M

t
= M

0
+
R
t
0


s
d~z
s
, where 

t
 
 1
t
(
t
+M
t

t
) and ~z is the Q-Brownian motion
process dened earlier. Selecting the portfolio process 
t
= R
 1
0;t

 1
t


t
and replacing in the wealth process X of equation (1.2.11) yields
(1.2.15)
R
0;t
X
t
+
Z
t
0
R
0;s
dC
s
= x+
Z
t
0


s
d~z
s
= x E

[R
0;T
Y +
Z
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
] +E

[R
0;T
Y +
Z
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
jF
t
];
for t 2 [0; T ]. At time T we get R
0;T
X
T
+
R
T
0
R
0;s
dC
s
= x E

[R
0;T
Y +
R
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
]+(R
0;T
Y+
R
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
) sinceR
0;T
Y+
R
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
isF
T
-measurable.
Condition (1.2.9) then impliesR
0;T
X
T
+
R
T
0
R
0;s
dC
s
 R
0;T
Y+
R
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
.
Selecting C = f yields X
T
 Y . Furthermore X
T
= Y (P-a.s.) if (1.2.9)
holds with equality.
Remark 1.2.3. As shown in the suciency part of Theorem 1.2.2, the
wealth process associated with the consumption-portfolio strategy (C; )
that generates (f; Y ) is
X
t
= E

[R
t;T
Y +
Z
T
t
R
t;s
df
s
jF
s
]; t 2 [0; T ]:
Hence the wealth process is nonnegative at all times, since f and Y are
nonnegative. The wealth process equals the present value of the future
cash ows generated by the policy (C; ).
1.2.4 The Valuation of Attainable Contingent Claims.
Given our characterization of attainable contingent claims in Theorem
1.2.2 it is now easy to deduce their market value. To this end, we dene the
notion of an arbitrage opportunity and the rational price of a contingent
claim.
Denition 1.2.4. A consumption-portfolio strategy (C; ) is an arbi-
trage opportunity if (C; ) 2 A(0), P (X
T
 0) = 1, and P (X
T
> 0) > 0.
An arbitrage opportunity is a consumption-portfolio strategy which has
zero initial cost, requires no intermediate cash infusions, and has a strictly
positive probability of positive wealth at time T (and zero probability of
negative wealth).
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Denition 1.2.5. The rational price of the claim (f; Y ) is the price
which is consistent with the absence of arbitrage opportunities in the
nancial market.
The rational price of the contingent claim (f; Y ) is also called the
market value of the claim. Indeed, deviations of the market price from
the rational price would lead to innite demand for the arbitrage portfolio.
This situation is inconsistent with an equilibrium in the nancial market
at these prices. Since the nancial market is complete, the rational price
of an attainable contingent claim is unique. We are now ready to provide
a valuation formula for the contingent claim.
Proposition 1.2.6. The rational price at time t of the European contin-
gent claim (f; Y ) 2 I is uniquely given by
V
t
(f; Y ) = E

[R
t;T
Y jF
t
] +E

[
Z
T
t
R
t;s
df
s
jF
t
]
for t 2 [0; T ].
Proof of Proposition 1.2.6. The contingent claim (f; Y ) is attainable from
all initial investments x satisfying the budget constraint (1.2.9). Mini-
mizing over this set yields the (unique) minimum investment from which
(f; Y ) is attainable: x

= E

[R
0;T
Y ]+E

[
R
T
0
R
0;s
df
s
]. The rational price
of Y at date zero must then equal V
0
(f; Y ) = x

for otherwise an arbitrage
opportunity exists. Since the sum of discounted wealth plus cumulative
discounted dividends is a Q-martingale, similar reasoning establishes that
the minimum amount of wealth that must be invested at date t to gen-
erate (f; Y ) is X
t
= E

[R
t;T
Y jF
t
] + E

[
R
T
t
R
t;s
df
s
jF
t
]. The price of the
claim at date t follows.
Proposition 1.2.6 provides our most general pricing formula in the con-
text of the Ito^ nancial market model (1.2.1){(1.2.2). It states that the
value of any European contingent claim involving cash ow payments
over [0; T ] is simply the expected value of the discounted cash ows. Here
discounting is made at the locally riskfree interest rate whereas the ex-
pectation is taken under the equivalent martingale measure implicit in
the market model (1.2.1){(1.2.2). Note that this present value formula
is valid even though the riskfree rate as well as the drift and volatility
of the stock price process are progressively measurable processes of the
Brownian ltration, i.e., even though they may depend on the history of
the Brownian motion. If the market price of the contingent claim ever
deviates from the rational price prescribed by the formula, it is possible to
construct a portfolio of the claim, the stock, and the bond, and a trading
strategy which represents an arbitrage opportunity.
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Standard European option contracts involve a payment at the maturity
date T only. For a call option the cumulative payment ow is f = 0 and
the terminal payo is Y = (S
T
  K)
+
; for a put option f = 0 and
Y = (K   S
T
)
+
. In these cases the pricing formula V
t
(f; Y ) specializes
as follows.
Corollary 1.2.7. In the nancial market model (1.2.1){(1.2.2) the ra-
tional price of a European call option with maturity date T and exercise
price K is given by C
t
= E

[R
t;T
(S
T
 K)
+
jF
t
], for t 2 [0; T ]. The price
of a European put option is P
t
= E

[R
t;T
(K   S
T
)
+
jF
t
]; for t 2 [0; T ].
When the interest rate is constant, the price of an option written on
a nondividend-paying stock whose price follows a geometric Brownian
motion process satises the [Black and Scholes [1973]] formula (see also
[Merton [1973]]).
Corollary 1.2.8. ([Black and Scholes [1973]]) Suppose that the interest
rate r is constant and that the stock price follows a geometric Brownian
motion process without dividends ((; ) constants,  = 0). Then the price
of a European call option simplies to
(1.2.16) C
t
= S
t
N(d)  e
 r
KN(d  
p
 )
where   T   t is the time to maturity, N() is the cumulative standard
normal distribution function, and d  (
p
 )
 1
(log(S
t
=K)+ (r+
1
2

2
)).
The price of the associated European put option with same maturity and
exercise price is obtained from the put-call parity relationship: P
t
= C
t
 
S
t
+ e
 r
K.
Proof of Corollary 1.2.8. Under the conditions stated, Proposition 1.2.6
shows that the option price is given by C
t
= e
 r
E

[(S
T
  K)
+
jF
t
].
Dene the exercise region as the set E  f! 2 
 : S
T
 Kg of states
of nature in which the stock price at date T exceeds the exercise price
K. Let 1
E
denote the indicator of E. Then the option price simplies to
C
t
= e
 r
E

[1
E
(S
T
 K)jF
t
] = e
 r
(E

[1
E
S
T
jF
t
] KE

[1
E
jF
t
]). The
second expectation appearing in this expression is simply the Q-measure
of the set E conditional on the information at date t. Under the measure
Q the stock price is given by S
T
= S
t
e
(r 
1
2

2
)+(~z
T
 ~z
t
)
where ~z
T
  ~z
t
is distributionally equivalent to ~z
p
T   t where the random variable ~z
follows has a normal distribution with mean zero and unit variance. It
follows that
(1.2.17)
E

[1
E
jF
t
] = Q(E;F
t
) = Q(~z
T
  ~z
t
 
 1
[log(K=S
t
)  (r  
1
2

2
) ])
= 1 N( d+ 
p
) = N(d  
p
);
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where N() is the cumulative standard normal distribution. The rst
expectation simplies to
(1.2.18)
e
 r
[E

[1
E
S
T
jF
t
] = S
t
E

[1
E
e
 
1
2
2+(~z
T
 ~z
t
)
jF
t
]
= S
t
Z
1
 1
1
E
e
 
1
2

2
+u
p

n(u)du;
where n(u) is the density of the standard normal. Computing the integral
yields formula (1.2.16).
To prove the put-call parity relationship, note that (K S
T
)
+
= (S
T
 
K)
+
 S
T
+K. No arbitrage implies that the value of the put must equal
the value of the portfolio of the securities on the righthand side of the
equality. The parity relationship follows.
An explicit formula for the option can also be computed when the
coecients of the model change deterministically over time.
Corollary 1.2.9. (Black-Scholes with deterministic coecients) Con-
sider the nancial market model with deterministic interest rate, drift
and volatility coecients (r
t
; 
t
; 
t
) without dividends ( = 0). Then, the
price of a European call option is given by
(1.2.19) C
t
= S
t
N(d) R
t;T
KN(d  (
R
T
t

2
v
dv)
1
2
)
where N() is the cumulative standard normal distribution function and
d  (
R
T
t

2
v
dv)
 
1
2
)[log(S
t
=K) +
R
T
t
(r
v
+
1
2

2
v
)dv]:
Proof of Corollary 1.2.9. Under the assumptions stated, the stock price
S
T
equals S
t
exp(
R
T
t
(r
v
 
1
2

2
v
)dv+
R
T
t

v
d~z
v
). Furthermore the stochastic
integral
R
T
t

v
d~z
v
has normal distribution with zero mean and variance
R
T
t

2
v
dv. Performing the same computations as in the proof of Corollary
1.2.8 yields the result.
The next result provides the price of a European option on a dividend-
paying stock in a nancial market with deterministic coecients.
Corollary 1.2.10. (Black-Scholes with dividend adjustment) Consider
the nancial market model with deterministic interest rate, drift and volatil-
ity coecients, and dividend rate (r
t
; 
t
; 
t
; 
t
), respectively. The price of
a European call option is given by
(1.2.20) C
t
= S
t
D
t;T
N(d) R
t;T
KN(d  (
R
T
t

2
v
dv)
1
2
)
where D
t;T
 exp( 
R
T
t

v
dv), N() is the cumulative standard normal
distribution function, and
d  (
R
T
t

2
v
dv)
 
1
2
[log(S
t
=K) +
R
T
t
(r
v
  
v
+
1
2

2
v
)dv]:
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1.3 American Contingent Claims
We now turn to the valuation of American contingent claims. These
claims can be exercised during certain prespecied periods of time at the
option of the holder of the security. To value these contracts we rst
need to identify the optimal exercise strategy. The absence of arbitrage
opportunities implies that the value of the contract is its value under the
optimal exercise policy.
In this section we provide three representations of the price of an Amer-
ican contingent claim. The results are used in the next two sections to
provide explicit valuation formulas for standard American options and
capped American options when the underlying asset price follows a geo-
metric Brownian motion process.
As a preliminary step we extend the valuation formula in Proposition
1.2.6 to securities with payos at random times. The economic setting is
the one described in subsection 1.2.2.
A random time  is a stopping time of the (Brownian) ltration fF
t
:
t 2 [0; T ]g if the event f  tg belongs to the -eld F
t
for every t 2 [0; T ].
That is,  is a stopping time if an observer can tell, on the basis of his
current information, whether  has occurred before or at the current time
t. Let S
0;T
denote the set of stopping times taking values in [0; T ].
Consider a contingent claim (f; Y ) and an exogenously specied stop-
ping time  2 S
0;T
. Here f  ff
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0;  ]g is a cumulative pay-
ment process prior to  which is nondecreasing, progressively measurable,
right-continuous and null at zero. Also Y is used to represent a terminal,
nonnegative and F

-measurable cash ow Y

at time  . By analogy with
Section 1.2 we consider (f; Y ) which satisfy the integrability condition
(1.3.1) E[

Y

] +E[
Z

0

s
df
s
] <1;
for all  2 S
0;T
. Let IS denote this class of claims.
Theorem 1.3.1. Let  denote a stopping time in S
0;T
and suppose that
(f; Y ) 2 IS. The rational price of this contingent claim is uniquely given
by
(1.3.2) E

[
Z

t
R
t;s
df
s
jF
t
] +E

[R
t;
Y

jF
t
];
at any time t 2 [0;  ].
If, instead of being exogenously specied, the stopping time  can
be chosen by the holder of the contingent claim, (f; Y ) is an American
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contingent claim. Since this choice can only be based on the information
available (and since information is assumed to be homogeneous among
participants in the nancial market) the exercise decision can be thought
of as the selection of the best stopping time  of the ltration with values
in [0; T ]. The next theorem shows that the value of the contract is the
value under the best exercise policy.
Theorem 1.3.2. ([Bensoussan [1984]], [Karatzas [1988]]) Suppose that
(f; Y ) 2 IS. Consider an American contingent claim (f; Y ). The rational
price V
t
(f; Y ) of this claim is uniquely given by
(1.3.3) V
t
(f; Y ) = sup
2S
t;T
 
E

[
Z

t
R
t;s
df
s
jF
t
] +E

[R
t;
Y

jF
t
]

;
at time t 2 [0; T ].
Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. We prove the theorem for the case f = 0. The
proof follows [Karatzas [1988]]. For t 2 [0; T ] dene the discounted payo
process
D
t
 R
0;t
Y
t
:
From the theory of optimal stopping (see, for instance, [El Karoui [1981]])
we conclude that there exists a nonnegative, right-continuous with left-
hand limits Q-supermartingale Z  fZ
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g such that
Z
t
= sup
2S
t;T
E

[D

jF
t
]
for all t 2 [0; T ]. The process Z is the Snell envelope of D. Furthermore,
the optimal stopping time 
t
is given by
(1.3.4) 
t
 inffs 2 [t; T ] : Z
s
= D
s
g:
In order to show that (1.3.3) correctly values the American contingent
claim we must show that Z is attainable by an admissible consumption-
portfolio strategy (C; ) whose value is (1.3.3).
The Snell envelopeZ is a process of classD[0; T ] and is regular ([Karatzas
and Shreve [1988, Chapter 1, Denitions 4.8 and 4.12]]). Hence the Doob-
Meyer decomposition holds,
Z
t
= Z
0
+M
t
 A
t
; t 2 [0; T ];
where M is a Q-martingale and A is a continuous, nondecreasing process
withM
0
= A
0
= 0. The Martingale Representation Theorem also implies
that
M
t
=
Z
t
0

s
d~z
s
; t 2 [0; T ]
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where   f
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g is a one-dimensional, F
t
-progressively mea-
surable process. Selecting the portfolio and consumption (withdrawal)
processes

1t
 R
 1
0;t

 1
t

t
C
t

Z
t
0
R
 1
0;s
dA
s
;
dening the process
X
t
 R
 1
0;t
Z
t
;
and applying Ito^'s lemma to X yields, for t 2 [0; T ],
dX
t
= r
t
R
 1
0;t
Z
t
dt+R
 1
0;t
(dM
t
  dA
t
)
= r
t
X
t
dt+R
 1
0;t
(
t
d~z
t
  dA
t
)
= r
t
X
t
dt+ 
1t

t
d~z
t
  dC
t
:
Hence X is a well-dened wealth process which corresponds to the ad-
missible strategy (C; ). That is (C; ) is an admissible strategy which
attains Z and X is the corresponding wealth process. We conclude that
X
t
 R
 1
0;t
Z
t
= R
 1
0;t
sup
2S
t;T
E

[D

jF
t
]
= R
 1
0;t
sup
2S
t;T
E

[R
0;
Y

jF
t
]
= sup
2S
t;T
E

[R
t;
Y

jF
t
];
for all t 2 [0; T ]. This establishes the valuation formula (1.3.3) of the
theorem.
Remark 1.3.3. Theorem 1.3.2 and its proof also demonstrate that the dis-
counted price of an American contingent claim without a ow of payments
(i.e., with f = 0) is a Q-martingale prior to the optimal exercise time 
0
.
It follows that Z
t
  Z
0
=
R
t
0
(dM
t
  dA
t
), is a martingale prior to the
exercise time  . We conclude that
R
t
0
1
fs<
0
g
dA
s
= 0.
Theorem 1.3.2 states that the price of an American contingent claim
is the present value of the payos received at or prior to the optimal
exercise time. This representation of the price, although intuitive, is often
impractical since the optimal stopping time, in most cases, cannot be
computed explicitly. An alternative representation which emphasizes the
gains from early exercise (prior to the maturity date T ) often provides
additional insights into the contributors to the value of such a claim.
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The early exercise premium representation is, in fact, the Riesz decom-
position of the Snell envelope. This decomposition was initially demon-
strated by [El Karoui and Karatzas [1991]] for a class of stopping time
problems. [Myneni [1992]] adapts their results to the valuation of Ameri-
can put options in an economy in which the interest rate is constant and
the underlying asset price follows a geometric Brownian motion process.
A generalization of the Riesz decomposition to a class of semimartin-
gales adapted to a ltration satisfying the \usual conditions" appears
in [Rutkowski [1994]]. The results reported below are special cases of
Rutkowski since the underlying uncertainty-information structure, in our
economy, is given by the Brownian ltration introduced in Section 1.2.2.
Consider a contingent claim whose payo Y , under the Q-measure,
satises
(1.3.5) Y
t
= Y
0
+A
t
(Y ) +M
t
(Y ); t 2 [0; T ]
where M(Y ) is a Q-martingale and A(Y ) is a nondecreasing process null
at 0; both M(Y ) and A(Y ) are progressively measurable processes of the
Brownian ltration. For the example of a call option the exercise payo
is Y = (S  K)
+
. This payo can be decomposed in the form (1.3.5) by
an application of the Tanaka-Meyer formula ([Karatzas and Shreve [1988,
Chapter 3, Proposition 6.8]]).
Theorem 1.3.4. Let (0; Y ) 2 IS. The value of the American contingent
claim whose only payo is the terminal payo Y at the exercise time has
the early exercise premium representation
(1.3.6)
V
t
(Y ) = E

[R
0;T
Y
T
jF
t
]+E

[
Z
T

t
R

t
;s
1
f
s
=sg
(r
s
Y
s
ds dA
s
(Y ))jF
t
]; t 2 [0; T ];
where 
t
= inffv 2 [t; T ] : S
v
= Z
v
g.
Equation (1.3.6) provides an intuitive decomposition of the price of the
American contingent claim. It indicates that the price of the contract is
the value of a European contingent claim with matching characteristics
augmented by the gains from early exercise (the early exercise premium).
As we shall see in the next section in a more specic context, the early
exercise premium has a nice interpretation in the case of an American
option.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.4. The proof follows from Lemma 1.3.5 below and
from the fact that the process
(1.3.7) Z
t
+
Z
t
0
1
f
v
=vg
R
0;v
[r
v
Y
v
dv   dA
v
(Y )]; t 2 [0; T ]
is a Q-martingale (see [Rutkowski [1994, Lemmas A.2, A.3, and A.4]]).
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Lemma 1.3.5. Let Z
t
 sup
2S
t;T
E

[D

jF
t
], t 2 [0; T ] and suppose that
the process given in (1.3.7) is a Q-martingale. Then the representation
(1.3.6) holds.
Proof of Lemma 1.3.5. Since the process in (1.3.7) is a Q-martingale we
can write
(1.3.8) E

[Z
T
+
R
T
0
1
f
v
=vg
R
0;v
(r
v
Y
v
dv   dA
v
(Y ))] = E

[Z
0
]:
By denition
(1.3.9) Z
T
= sup
2S
T;T
E

[D

jF
T
] = E

[D
T
jF
T
] = D
T
:
and
(1.3.10) Z
0
= sup
2S
0;T
E

[D

jF
0
] = E

[D

0
jF
0
]:
Substituting (1.3.9) and (1.3.10) in (1.3.8) yields
(1.3.11) E

[D
T
] +E

[
R
T
0
1
f
v
=vg
R
0;v
(r
v
Y
v
dv   dA
v
(Y ))] = E

[D

0
]:
By Theorem 1.3.2 the righthand side of (1.3.11) equals V
0
(Y ). Since
1
f
v
=vg
= 0 in the random interval [0; 
0
] we conclude that the assertion
of the lemma holds.
Corollary 1.3.6. Contingent claims such that r
v
Y
v
dv  dA
v
(Y )  0 for
all v 2 [0; T ] will never be exercised prior to the maturity date.
Proof of Corollary 1.3.6. Under the condition stated early exercise can
only lead to a reduction in the value of the contract. Hence, it is never
optimal to exercise prior to maturity.
It is well known that it is suboptimal to exercise an American call
option on a nondividend-paying stock prior to maturity ([Merton [1973]]).
For this contract Y = (S   K)
+
and, in the exercise region, r
v
Y
v
dv  
dA
v
(Y ) = r
v
(S
v
 K)dv   S
v
r
v
dv =  r
v
Kdv < 0. Corollary 1.3.6 then
applies and shows that early exercise is a suboptimal strategy.
An alternative to the early exercise premium representation of the
American contingent claim is a decomposition which emphasizes the gains
from delayed exercise. The delayed exercise premium representation for
the American put option on a nondividend-paying asset and in a nan-
cial market with constant coecients (constant interest rate and GBMP
for the stock price) is due to [Carr, Jarrow and Myneni [1992]]. The
next theorem extends their results to the more general class of American
contingent claims discussed in this section.
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Theorem 1.3.7. The value of the American contingent claim with payo
Y at the exercise time, such that (0; Y ) 2 IS, has the delayed exercise
premium representation
(1.3.12)
V
t
(Y ) = Y
t
+E

[
R
T
t
R
t;s
1
f
t
>sg
(dA
s
(Y )  r
s
Y
s
ds)jF
t
]; t 2 [0; T ];
where 
t
= inffv 2 [t; T ] : S
v
= Z
v
g:
Proof of Theorem 1.3.7. The value of the contingent claim can always be
written as
V
t
(Y ) = Y
t
+E

[(R
t;
t
Y

t
  Y
t
)jF
t
]; t 2 [0; T ]:
An application of Ito^'s lemma yields
V
t
(Y ) = Y
t
+E

[
R

t
t
R
t;s
(dA
s
(Y ) + dM
s
(Y )  r
s
Y
s
ds)jF
t
]; t 2 [0; T ]:
The representation (1.3.12) follows since M(Y ) is a Q-martingale.
1.4 Standard American Options: The GBMP Model
We now focus on standard American option contracts in an economy
in which the underlying asset price follows a geometric Brownian motion
process (GBMP).
Consider an American call option with exercise price K > 0 and ma-
turity date T , written on an underlying asset whose price S satises the
stochastic dierential equation (under the Q-measure)
(1.4.1) dS
t
= S
t
[(r   )dt+ d~z
t
]; t 2 [0; T ]; S
0
given.
Here r, , and  are constant parameters; r is the interest rate and 
represents the dividend rate paid on the asset. Since exercise can only be
optimal when S > K the option payo upon exercise is Y = (S  K)
+
.
Our rst result characterizes the structure of the exercise region and
its boundary. Since the environment is Markovian the state space is com-
pletely described by (S; t). Let E  f(S; t) 2 R
+
 [0; T ] : C(S; t) =
(S  K)
+
g denote the immediate exercise region. Its complement is the
continuation region C  f(S; t) 2 R
+
 [0; T ] : C(S; t) > (S  K)
+
g.
Proposition 1.4.1. The immediate exercise region has the following
properties
(1) right-connectedness: (S; t) 2 E implies (S; s) 2 E for all t 2 [0; T ]
and s 2 [t; T ].
(2) up-connectedness: (S; t) 2 E implies (S; t) 2 E for   1, for all
t 2 [0; T ].
(3) Suppose that S  maxfK; (r=)Kg. Then (S; t) =2 E, for all t 2
[0; T ].
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Proof of Proposition 1.4.1. Recall that S
s;T
denotes the set of stopping
times of the Brownian ltration with values in [s; T ].
(1) Since s  t we have S
s;T
 S
t;T
and therefore C(S; t)  C(S; s).
By assumption, immediate exercise is optimal at t. Thus (S  
K)
+
 C(S; s).
(2) Consider S
1
> S
2
and suppose that (S
2
; t) 2 E while (S
1
; t) =2 E .
Let 
1
denote the optimal stopping time at (S
1
; t). For s  t dene
the exponential process N
t;s
 exp[(r  
1
2

2
)(s t)+(~z
s
  ~z
t
)]
and note that S
s
= S
t
N
t;s
. We have the following sequence of
relations
C(S
1
; t) = E

[e
 r(
1
 t)
(S
1
N
t;
1
 K)
+
] (optimality of 
1
at (S
1
; t))
= E

[e
 r(
1
 t)
(S
2
N
t;
1
+ (S
1
  S
2
)N
t;
1
 K)
+
]
 E

[e
 r(
1
 t)
(S
2
N
t;
1
 K)
+
] +E

[e
 r(
1
 t)
(S
1
  S
2
)N
t;
1
]
(since (a+ b)
+
 a
+
+ b
+
)
 C(S
2
; t) + (S
1
  S
2
)E

[e
 r(
1
 t)
N
t;
1
]
(suboptimality of 
1
at (S
2
; t))
 C(S
2
; t) + S
1
  S
2
(S
1
  S
2
> 0 and supermartingale property of S)
 (S
2
 K) + S
1
  S
2
= S
1
 K
(optimality of immediate exercise at (S
2
; t))
Hence C(S
1
; t)  S
1
 K, which contradicts the assumed subop-
timality of immediate exercise at (S
1
; t).
(3) Suppose that 0 < S  K. Since P [S
v
> K] > 0 for some v 2
[t; T ] immediate exercise is a suboptimal policy. Suppose that
K < S  (r=)K and assume that immediate exercise is optimal,
i.e., C(S; t) = S  K. Consider the portfolio consisting of 1 call
option, 1 share of the stock held short and K dollars invested
at the riskfree rate. Dene the stopping time   
(r=)K
=
inffv 2 [t; T ] : S
v
= (r=)Kg or 
(r=)K
= T if no such time
exists. Suppose that we liquidate this portfolio at the stopping
time  . The cash ows generated by this investment strategy are
Time t Time 
Buy call  C(S; t) =  (S  K) (S

 K)
+
Sell stock +S  S

 
R

t
e
r( v)
S
v
dv
Invest K  K K +
R

t
e
r( v)
rKdv
Total 0 (K   S

)
+
+
R

t
e
r( v)
(rK   S
v
)dv
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Figure 1.4.2. Exercise Region for a Standard American Option
Since (rK   S
v
) > 0 for all v <  this strategy is an arbitrage
strategy. Since the existence of an equilibrium implies the absence
of arbitrage opportunities it must be the case that C(S; t) > (S 
K), i.e., immediate exercise is a suboptimal strategy.
An illustration of the exercise region and corresponding boundary for a
standard American option is given in Figure 1.4.2. The next proposition
states some basic properties of the price function. Properties of the call
and put price functions in more general market models are explored in
detail in [Grundy and Wiener [1995]].
Proposition 1.4.3. Let C(S,t) denote the value of the American call
option. We have
(1) C(S; t) is continuous on R
+
 [0; T ].
(2) C(; t) is nondecreasing and convex on R
+
for all t 2 [0; T ]:
(3) C(S; ) is nonincreasing on [0; T ] for all S 2 R
+
.
(4) 0  @C(S; t)=@S  1 on R
+
 [0; T ]; @C(S; t)=@S = 1 for (S; t)
in the interior of E.
(5) @C(S; t)=@S is continuous on R
+
for all t 2 [0; T ).
Proof of Proposition 1.4.3.
(1) This follows from the continuity of the option payo function and
the continuity of the ow of the stochastic dierential equation
(1.4.1) relative to the initial values.
(2) This follows from the monotonocity (increasing) of the ow and
the increasing and convex structure of the payo.
(3) This is a straightforward counterpart of Proposition 1.4.1 (1).
(4) Consider (S
1
; t) and (S
2
; t) such that S
1
> S
2
. For any stopping
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time  2 S
0;T
we have
0  [(S
1

 K)
+
  (S
2

 K)
+
]  (S
1

  S
2

) = (S
1
  S
2
)N
t;
:
In particular this holds for the optimal stopping time 
1
associated
with (S
1
; t). Hence, we can write
0  C(S
1
; t)  C(S
2
; t)
= E

[e
 r(
1
 t)
(S
1
N
t;
1
 K)
+
jF
t
]
 E

[e
 r(
2
 t)
(S
2
N
t;
2
 K)
+
jF
t
]
 E

[e
 r(
1
 t)
(S
1
  S
2
)N
t;
1
jF
t
]
(suboptimality of 
1
at (S
2
; t))
= (S
1
  S
2
)E

[e
 r(
1
 t)
N
t;
1
jF
t
]
 (S
1
  S
2
);
where the last inequality follows since S
1
  S
2
> 0 and since the
discounted price of a dividend-paying asset is aQ-supermartingale.
Dividing both sides by S
1
  S
2
proves the statement (this ar-
gument also establishes the continuity of the option price with
respect to S).
Property (1) implies that the immediate exercise region is a closed set
(the continuation region is an open set). We conclude that the boundary
of the immediate exercise region is well dened as B  fB
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g
where B
t
 inffS : (S; t) 2 Eg and belongs to E . The boundary has the
following structure.
Proposition 1.4.4. The boundary of the immediate exercise region is
continuous, nonincreasing and has limiting values lim
t"T
B
t
= maxfK; (r=)Kg
and lim
T t"1
B
t
= B
 1
 K(b+ f)=(b+ f   
2
) where b     r+
1
2

2
and f  (b
2
+ 2r
2
)
1
2
.
The continuity and monotonocity of the boundaryB follow from Propo-
sition 1.4.1 properties (1) and (2). The limiting values are obtained from
the recursive equation (1.4.5) for the exercise boundary in Theorem 1.4.5
below. Note that the optimal exercise boundary for the deterministic
problem with  = 0 is maxfK; (r=)Kg. For the stochastic problem the
remaining uncertainty faced by the investor (T   t) converges to zero
as t " T and we expect the optimal exercise boundary to converge to the
boundary for the deterministic problem. This is the intuition underlying
this limiting result stated in Proposition 1.4.4. The American option ex-
ercise boundary is studied in detail in [Ait-Sahlia [1995]] and [Barles, et
al. [1995]]. See also [van Moerbeke [1976]].
In the GMBP case Theorem 1.3.4 specializes as follows.
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Theorem 1.4.5. ([Kim [1990]], [Jacka [1991]], [Carr, Jarrow and My-
neni [1992]]) Suppose that the underlying asset price follows the geometric
Brownian motion process (1.4.1) and that the interest rate is constant.
The value of an American call option has the early exercise premium rep-
resentation
(1.4.2)
C(S
t
; t) = C
e
(S
t
; t)
+
Z
T
t
(S
t
e
 (s t)
N(d
2
(S
t
; B
s
; s  t))  rKe
 r(s t)
N(d
3
(S
t
; B
s
; s  t)))ds;
for t 2 [0; T ], where C
e
(S; t) represents the Black-Scholes value of a Eu-
ropean call option (equation (1.2.19)) and
(1.4.3) d
2
(S
t
; B
s
; s  t) = (log(S
t
=B
s
) + (r  +
1
2

2
)(s  t))=(
p
s  t)
(1.4.4) d
3
(S
t
; B
s
; s  t) = d
2
(S
t
; B
s
; s  t)  
p
s  t:
The immediate exercise boundary B solves the backward nonlinear integral
equation
(1.4.5)
B
t
 K = C
e
(B
t
; t)
+
Z
T
t
(B
t
e
 (s t)
N(d
2
(B
t
; B
s
; s  t))  rKe
 r(s t)
N(d
3
(B
t
; B
s
; s  t)))ds;
subject to the boundary condition B
T
= maxfK; (r=)Kg.
Proof of Theorem 1.4.5. Proposition 1.4.1 implies B  maxfK; (r=)Kg.
Hence Y = (S  K)
+
equals S  K in the exercise region. If follows that
dY
t
= S
t
[(r )dt+d~z
t
] in the exercise region, i.e., dA
t
(Y ) = S
t
(r )dt
on fS
t
 B
t
g. Theorem 1.3.4 then implies
(1.4.6)
C(S
t
; t) = C
e
(S
t
; t) +E

[
Z
T
t
e
 r(v t)
[r(S
v
 K)  (r   )S
v
]1
fS
v
B
v
g
dvjF
t
]
= C
e
(S
t
; t) +E

[
Z
T
t
e
 r(v t)
[S
v
  rK]1
fS
v
B
v
g
dvjF
t
];
Under the GBMP assumption the expectation in (1.4.6) can be computed
explicitly. This leads to (1.4.2). The recursive equation for the optimal
exercise boundary follows from the boundary condition C(B; t) = B K.
When the option maturity becomes innite the option price expression
(1.4.2) simplies as follows ([Samuelson [1965]] and [Merton [1973]]).
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Corollary 1.4.6. (American options with innite maturity) Consider
an American call option with innite maturity. Its value is C(S; t) =
(B
1
 K)(S=B
1
)
2=
2
, where B
1
= K(b+f)=(b+f 
2
),  =
1
2
(b+f),
b =    r +
1
2

2
, and f =
p
b
2
+ 2r
2
.
Proof of Corollary 1.4.6. When T " 1 the immediate exercise boundary
becomes time independent: B = B
1
. Then d
2
(B
1
; B
1
; s   t) = (r  
 +
1
2

2
)(s  t)=(
p
s  t) and d
3
(B
1
; B
1
; s  t) = d
2
(B
1
; B
1
; s  t) 

p
s  t are independent of B
1
. Since the European call option value
also converges to 0 the recursive equation (1.4.5) becomes linear in B
1
and has solution B
1
= K(b+ f)=(b + f   
2
). The value of the option
then follows from (1.4.2): the early exercise premium simplies to (B
1
 
K)(S=B
1
)
2=
2
.
The next proposition gives a relationship between American puts and
calls which enables us to infer the value of a put on a dividend-paying asset
by a simple reparametrization of the American call pricing function. This
symmetry result is a variation of the international put-call equivalence
([Grabbe [1983]]) and was originally proved in [McDonald and Schroder
[1990]].
Proposition 1.4.7. (American put-call symmetry) Consider American
put and call options written on the same underlying asset whose price
satises (1.4.1). Suppose that these options have the same maturity and
the same exercise price. Let P (S;K; r; ; T ) and C(S;K; r; ; T ) denote
the respective price functions. Then
P (S;K; r; ; T ) = C(K;S; ; r; T ):
Corollary 1.4.7 implies that a put with exercise price K and maturity
T , written on a stock with dividend rate  and price S in a market with
interest rate r has the same value as a call with exercise price S and
maturity T written on a stock with dividend rate r and price K when the
interest rate is .
The model for the underlying asset price in (1.4.1) allows for dividends
which are paid at a continuous rate. This type of model has been used to
value foreign currency options, futures options, and index options. See,
e.g., [Hull [1993]] for a description of these contracts. Analytical solu-
tions for American options in the case of discrete dividends are given in
[Roll [1977]], [Geske [1979]], and [Whaley [1981]]. Numerical techniques
for the valuation of American options were initiated in [Schwartz [1977]]
and Brennan and Schwartz [[1977], [1978]]. Convergence of the Bren-
nan and Schwartz method is proved in [Jaillet, Lamberton, and Lapeyre
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[1990]]. Probably the most widely used numerical technique is the bino-
mial method developed in [Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein [1979]] and [Cox
and Rubinstein [1985]]. Convergence of the binomial method for pricing
American options is proved in [Amin and Khanna [1994]]. A new numer-
ical technique and a comparison of existing methods is given in [Broadie
and Detemple [1994a]].
Pricing results for American bond and yield options are given in [Ches-
ney, Elliot, and Gibson [1993]]. Results for American options on multiple
assets are derived in [Broadie and Detemple [1994b]]. The pricing of
American capped options is considered in the next section.
1.5 American Capped Options
In the past few years several contracts with cap provisions have been is-
sued by nancial institutions. One example is the MILES contract (Mexi-
can Index-Linked Euro Security). This contract is an American call option
on the dollar value of the Mexican stock index. The contract is somewhat
unusual since it has both a cap and a restriction on the exercise period.
Other examples of capped options are the capped options on the S&P
100 and S&P 500 indices that were introduced by the Chicago Board
of Options Exchange (CBOE) in November 1991. These capped index
options combine a European exercise feature (the holder of the security
cannot exercise until the maturity of the contract) with an automatic
exercise provision. The automatic exercise provision is triggered if the
index value exceeds the cap at the close of the day. See [Flesaker [1992]]
for a critical analysis of these options. Additional examples of European
capped options include the range forward contract, collar loans, barrier
options, indexed notes and index currency option notes (see [Boyle and
Turnbull [1989]] and [Rubinstein and Reiner [1991]]).
Our treatment in this section follows [Broadie and Detemple [1995]].
We rst consider options with constant caps (subsection 1.5.1), then ex-
tend the analysis to caps that grow at a constant rate (subsection 1.5.2),
and conclude with capped options on nondividend-paying assets with sto-
chastic volatility (subsection 1.5.3). In subsections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2, we
suppose that the economy under consideration is the economy of Section
1.4 in which the interest rate is constant and the underlying asset price
follows the geometric Brownian motion process (1.4.1).
1.5.1 Capped Options with a Constant Cap.
We consider an American capped call option with maturity date T ,
exercise price K and constant cap L with L > K. Upon exercise this con-
tract pays (S^L K)
+
. Let B
L
and C
L
(S; t) denote the optimal exercise
boundary and the price of the capped option, respectively. The optimal
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Figure 1.5.2. Exercise Region for an American Capped Call Option
exercise boundary is characterized in Theorem 1.5.1 and illustrated in
Figure 1.5.2.
Theorem 1.5.1. Consider an American capped call option with maturity
date T , exercise price K and constant cap equal to L with L > K. The
optimal exercise boundary B
L
is given by
(1.5.1) B
L
= L ^ B;
where B denotes the optimal exercise boundary of an American uncapped
call option with same maturity date and exercise price.
Proof of Theorem 1.5.1. Case (i): Suppose rst that S  L. Then imme-
diate exercise is optimal since the exercise payo is (S^L K)
+
= L K,
which is the maximum payo attainable.
Case (ii): Suppose that B  S < L. Since (S ^L K)
+
 (S  K)
+
the
inequality
(1.5.2) C
L
(S; t)  C(S; t)
always holds. In the region under consideration immediate exercise is
optimal for the holder of the uncapped option. Thus C
L
(S; t)  (S  
K)
+
= (S  K). Since immediate exercise is a feasible strategy for the
holder of the uncapped option with a payo equal to (S ^ L   K)
+
=
(S   K)
+
= (S   K), we conclude that immediate exercise is optimal
for the uncapped option as well (if not there exists a waiting strategy
which dominates immediate exercise for the capped option, hence for the
uncapped option | a contradiction since we are in the case S  B).
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Case (iii): Suppose that S < B ^ L. We must show that immediate
exercise is suboptimal. Consider rst the case L > maxf(r=)K;Kg.
Let B(T; t) denote the exercise boundary for an uncapped option with
exercise price K and maturity date T . Recall that B(T; t) is a strictly
decreasing function of time and converges to K^(r=)K as t converges to
T . Hence, in the case under consideration, we can always nd a shorter
maturity T
0
, T
0
 T , such that S
t
< B(T
0
; t) < L. Clearly the strategy
of exercising at the rst hitting time of the set [B(T
0
; t);1) is feasible for
the holder of the capped option. This strategy also has the same payo
as the uncapped option with shorter maturity T
0
. We conclude that
(1.5.3) C(S; t; T
0
)  C
L
(S; t):
Since immediate exercise is suboptimal for the shorter maturity uncapped
option when S < B(T
0
; t) we must have (S  K)
+
< C
L
(S; t). That is,
immediate exercise is suboptimal for the capped option. Consider next
the case L  (r=)K. Let  denote the minimum of T and of the rst
hitting time of the set [L;1). The policy of exercising at  dominates
immediate exercise since S
v
  rK < 0 for v 2 [t; ).
Since the early exercise strategy is fully identied, the valuation of the
contract is easy to perform. Let t

denote the solution to the equation
(1.5.4) B(T; t) = L;
if an interior solution in [0; T ] exists. If B(T; t) < L for all t 2 [0; T ] set
t

= 0. If B(T; t) > L for all t 2 [0; T ] set t

= T .
The next theorem provides a valuation formula for the American capped
call option.
Theorem 1.5.3. Consider an American capped call option with maturity
date T , exercise price K and constant cap equal to L (L > K). For
S  L^B the option value is (S ^L) K. For S < L^B and t  t

the
option value is C
L
(S; t) = C(S; t). For S < L ^ B and t < t

the option
is worth C
L
(S; t) given by
(1.5.5)
(L K)E

[e
 r(
L
 t)
1
f
L
<t

g
jF
t
] +E

[e
 r(t

 t)
C(S
t

; t

)1
f
L
t

g
jF
t
];
where 
L
 inffv 2 [t; T ] : S
v
= Lg denotes the rst hitting time of L
in [t; T ] and 
L
 T if no such time exists in [t; T ]. The representa-
tion formula in (1.5.5) can be simplied by computing the expectations
explicitly
(1.5.6)
C
L
(S; t) = (L K)(
2=
2
N(d
0
) + 
2=
2
N(d
0
+ 2f
p
t

  t=
2
))
+ e
 r(t

 t)
Z
L
0
C(x; t

)u(x; t; t

)dx
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where
(1.5.7) u(x; t; t

) =
 
n(d
 
1
(x))  
1 2(r )=
2
n(d
+
1
(x))

=(x
p
t

  t)
(1.5.8) d
0
=
 
log()   f(t

  t)

=(
p
t

  t)
(1.5.9) d

1
(x) =
 
 log()  log(L) + log(x) + b(t

  t)

=(
p
t

  t);
and b =    r +
1
2

2
, f =
p
b
2
+ 2r
2
,  =
1
2
(b   f),  =
1
2
(b + f), and
 = S=L.
An alternative decomposition which draws on Theorems 1.3.4 and 1.4.5
relates the value of the American capped option to the value of a capped
option with automatic exercise at the cap.
Theorem 1.5.4. (Early exercise premium representation) Let C
ae
(S; t; L)
denote the value of a capped option with automatic exercise at the cap (see
formula (1.5.11) below). For S < L ^ B and t 2 [0; T ], the value of the
American capped option is given by
(1.5.10)
C
L
(S; t) = C
ae
(S; t; L) +E

[
Z

L
t
e
 r(v t)
(S
v
  rK)1
fLS
v
B
v
g
dvjF
t
];
where 
L
 inffv 2 [t; T ] : S
v
= Lg denotes the rst hitting time of L in
[t; T ], and 
L
 T if no such time exists in [t; T ].
This decomposition of the American option value is similar to the early
exercise premium representation for standard American options (Theorem
1.4.5). It diers in that it relates the value of the option contract to
the value of a contract which may be automatically exercised before the
maturity date (the standard representation uses the value of a European
option with exercise at the maturity date as the benchmark).
The next result shows that the valuation formulas (1.5.6) and (1.5.10)
simplify in the case of suciently low dividends.
Corollary 1.5.5. (American capped call valuation with low dividends)
Suppose that   rK=L. For S < L and t 2 [0; T ], the value of the
American capped call option equals the value of the corresponding capped
call option with automatic exercise at the cap
(1.5.11)
C
L
(S; t) = C
ae
(S; t; L)
= (L K)(
2=
2
N(d
0
) + 
2=
2
N(d
0
+ 2f
p
=))
+ Se
 
(N(d
 
1
(L)  
p
) N(d
 
1
(K)  
p
))
  
 2(r )=
2
Le
 
(N(d
+
1
(L)  
p
 ) N(d
+
1
(K)  
p
))
 Ke
 r
(N(d
 
1
(L)) N(d
 
1
(K))  
1 2(r )=
2
(N(d
+
1
(L)) N(d
+
1
(K)))):
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In (1.5.11) the expressions for d
0
and d

1
(x) are the same as in (1.5.8){
(1.5.9) but with  = T   t replacing t

  t. The expressions for b, f , ,
and  are the same as in Theorem 1.5.4.
Remark 1.5.6. The value of a European capped call option with strike
price K, cap L, and maturity T (the option with payo (S
T
^ L K)
+
at date T ) is given by
(1.5.12)
C
e
(S; t; L) = Se
 (T t)
(N(d
 
1
(L)  
p
T   t) N(d
 
1
(K)  
p
T   t))
 Ke
 r(T t)
(1 N(d
 
1
(K))) + Le
 r(T t)
(1 N(d
 
1
(L))):
The European capped option value can serve as a benchmark to measure
the gains from early exercise (prior to maturity) embedded in the Amer-
ican capped option value. The early exercise premium is particularly
simple to compute in the case of low dividends (formula (1.5.11)).
Remark 1.5.7. If L " 1 the European capped call option value C
e
(S; t; L)
converges to the Black-Scholes formula adjusted for dividends (equation
(1.2.20)).
1.5.2 Capped Options with Growing Caps
We now consider the class of American capped options whose caps
grow at a constant rate. Suppose that
(1.5.14) L
t
= L
0
e
gt
; t 2 [0; T ];
where we assume that L
0
> K. Let t

denote the solution to the equation
(1.5.15) B(T; t) = L
t
;
if an interior solution in [0; T ] exists. If B(T; t) < L
t
for all t 2 [0; T ] set
t

= 0. If B(T; t) > L
t
for all t 2 [0; T ] set t

= T .
In order to determine the optimal exercise region we need to consider
the class of exercise strategies dened next and illustrated in Figure 1.5.10.
Denition 1.5.8. ((t
e
; t

; t
f
) Exercise Policy) Let t
e
and t
f
satisfy 0 
t
e
 t
f
 T and t
e
 t

 T . Dene the stopping time 
1
by inffv 2
[t
e
; t
f
] : S
v
= L
v
g or if no such v exists set 
1
= T . Set the stopping time

2
equal to t
f
if S
t
f
 L
t
f
otherwise set 
2
= T . Dene the stopping
time 
3
by inffv 2 [t

; T ] : S
v
= B
v
g or if no such v exists set 
3
= T .
An exercise policy is a (t
e
; t

; t
f
)-policy if the option is exercised at the
stopping time 
1
^ 
2
^ 
3
.
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Figure 1.5.10. Exercise Region for a (t
e
; t

; t
f
) Policy
Theorem 1.5.9. Consider an American capped call option with exercise
price K, maturity date T and cap given by equation (1.5.14). Then the
optimal exercise strategy is a (t
e
; t

; t
f
)-policy.
Proof of Theorem 1.5.9. Case (i): Suppose rst that B  S < L. Then
the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.5.1, case (ii) applies and
demonstrates that immediate exercise is an optimal strategy.
Case (ii): Consider now the case S < B^L and suppose that (r=)K > K.
If L
t
 (r=)K the argument in the proof of Theorem 1.5.1, case (iii)
applies. If L
t
< (r=)K the policy of exercising at the stopping time
 equal to the rst hitting time of the set [(r=)K ^ L;1) or T if no
such time exists, dominates immediate exercise since S
v
  rK < 0 for
v 2 [t; ). In the case (r=)K  K we have L
t
> K for all t 2 [0; T ] and
the argument of Theorem 1.5.1, case (iii), applies again.
Case (iii): Suppose now that S > L. It can be veried that the discounted
payo function e
 rt
(L
t
 K) is unimodal with a maximum at
t
f
= argmax
t2[0;T ]
e
 rt
(L
t
 K)
and is strictly increasing for t < t
f
and strictly decreasing for t  t
f
.
Hence if t  t
f
immediate exercise strictly dominates any waiting strategy.
If t < t
f
the strategy of exercising at the rst hitting time of L or at t
f
strictly dominates immediate exercise.
Case (iv): Finally, suppose that immediate exercise is optimal at some
time t < t

when S = L. Then it is optimal to exercise at all v 2 [t; t

]
when S
v
= L
v
. Suppose not, i.e., suppose that there exists u such that
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Su
= L
u
and C
L
(S
u
; u) > (L
u
 K). At t we have
L
t
 K = C
L
(S
t
; t)
 C
L
(S
t
; t; T   (u  t)) (shorter maturity option)
= C
H
(S
t
; u; T ) (H is L translated by u  t)
 C
L
(S
u
; u)  (L
u
  L
t
): (see Lemma 1.5.11 below)
If immediate exercise is suboptimal at u then C
L
(S
u
; u) > L
u
 K so that
(L
t
 K) > (L
u
 K)  (L
u
  L
t
) = L
t
 K, a contradiction.
Lemma 1.5.11. Suppose that the underlying asset price S satises (1.4.1).
Consider two American capped call options written on S, with common
maturity date T and exercise price K, and respective caps L and H sat-
isfying (1.5.14), L
0
> H
0
. Let S
1
0
= L
0
and S
2
0
= H
0
. Then C
L
(S
1
0
; 0) 
C
H
(S
2
0
; 0) + L
0
 H
0
.
Proof of Lemma 1.5.11. For any stopping time  2 S
0;T
we have 0 
((S
1

^ L

 K)
+
  (S
2

^H

 K)
+
]  (S
1

^ L

  S
2

^H

) = S
1
0
N
0;
^
L
0
e
g
  S
2
0
N
0;
^H
0
e
g
. Since S
1
0
= L
0
and S
2
0
= H
0
the righthand side
of the inequality equals (S
1
0
  S
2
0
)(N
0;
^ e
g
), which is bounded above
by (S
1
0
  S
2
0
)N
0;
. This upper bound on the payo holds, in particular,
for the optimal stopping time 
1
associated with (S
1
0
; 0). Hence, we can
write
0  C
L
(S
1
0
; 0)  C
H
(S
2
0
; 0)
= E

[e
 r
1
(S
1
0
N
0;
1
^ L
0
e
g
1
 K)
+
jF
0
]
 E

[e
 r(
2
 t)
(S
2
0
N
0;
2
^H
0
e
g
2
 K)
+
jF
0
]
 E

[e
 r
1
(S
1
0
  S
2
0
)N
0;
1
jF
0
] (suboptimality of 
1
at (S
2
0
; 0))
 S
1
0
  S
2
0
: (Q-supermartingale property of R
0;t
S
t
)
By assumption S
1
0
= L
0
and S
2
0
= H
0
. So Lemma 1.5.11 follows.
Theorem 1.5.9 shows that the optimal stopping time is a (t
e
; t

; t
f
)
exercise policy. The parameters t

and t
f
are completely determined from
the structure of the capped option payo, the cap process, the underlying
asset process, and the interest rate. So t
e
2 [0; t

] is the only parameter
which remains to be determined. Thus, pricing an American capped call
option has been reduced to the identication of t
e
, which is a simple
univariate optimization problem. The valuation formula for this contract
is given in the next theorem.
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Theorem 1.5.12. (Valuation of American capped option with growing
cap) Dene
(1.5.16) t
f
 argmax
t2[0;T ]
fe
 r
t
(L
t
 K)g:
The value of the American capped option with growing cap is given by
(1.5.17) C
L
(S; 0) = max
t
e
fC
L
(t
e
; t

; t
f
) : t
e
2 [0; t

^ t
f
]g
where
(1.5.18)
C
L
(t
e
; t

; t
f
) = E

[e
 r(t
e
 t)
fC
u
1
fS
t
e
>L
t
e
g
+ C
d
1
fS
t
e
L
t
e
g
gjF
t
]:
and C
u
and C
d
are the values at time t
e
in the events fS
t
e
> L
t
e
g
and
fS
t
e
 L
t
e
g, respectively.
Explicit formulas for C
u
and C
d
are given in [Broadie and Detemple
[1995]].
1.5.3 Capped Options on Nondividend-Paying
Assets with Stochastic Volatility
In this subsection we consider a fairly general class of American capped
options written on nondividend-paying assets with stochastic volatility.
The underlying asset price S satises (under the Q-measure)
(1.5.17) dS
t
= S
t
(rdt + 
t
d~z
t
); t 2 [0; T ]; S
0
given.
The volatility process   f
t
;F
t
: t 2 [0; T ]g is a progressively measur-
able, bounded above and bounded away from zero (P-a.s.). The interest
rate r is constant and nonnegative.
The capped call option under consideration has a payo (S ^L K)
+
,
where L satises
(1.5.18) dL
t
= L
t
g
t
dt; t 2 [0; T ]; L
0
given.
We assume that the growth rate of the cap, g, is a progressively measur-
able process such that L
t
> K for all t 2 [0; T ] and which satises the
condition
(1.5.19) (g
t
  r)L
t
+ rK < 0; t 2 [0; T ]:
The model (1.5.17){(1.5.19) for the underlying asset price and for the
cap is relatively general. It allows for a stochastic volatility of the under-
lying asset price as well as a stochastic growth rate of the cap. The factor
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underlying the stochastic behavior of the volatility and the cap is the same
Brownian motion which aects the stock price. Hence, the model remains
one of complete markets. The cap's growth rate may take positive as well
as negative values as long as condition (1.5.19) is satised. This condition
is a restriction on the growth rate of the cap which is clearly satised if
the cap is constant or decreasing. It is satised even when the growth
rate of the cap is positive as long as it is not too large.
For this model we have the following result.
Theorem 1.5.13. Consider an American capped call option with sto-
chastic cap given by (1.5.18){(1.5.19) when the interest rate is constant
and the underlying asset price satises (1.5.17). The optimal exercise
boundary is B
L
= L. If S  L immediate exercise is optimal and
C
L
(S; t) = L   K. If S < L the optimal exercise policy is described
by the stopping time 
L
where 
L
 inffv 2 [t; T ] : S
v
= L
v
g, or 
L
 T
if no such time exists. For S < L and for all t 2 [0; T ], the value of the
capped option is
(1.5.20)
C
L
(S; t) = E

[e
 r(
L
 t)
(L

L
 K)1
f
L
<Tg
jF
t
]+E

[e
 r(T t)
(S
T
 K)
+
1
f
L
Tg
jF
t
]:
Proof of Theorem 1.5.13. We must show the optimality of stopping at the
rst hitting time of the cap. The valuation formula (1.5.20) is the value
under that exercise policy.
(i) Suppose rst that S < L and assume that immediate exercise is op-
timal. Consider the investment strategy described below along with the
exercise policy 
L
dened in the theorem
Time t Time 
L
< T Time 
L
 T
Buy call  C(S; t) L

L
 K (S
T
 K)
+
Sell stock +S  S
L
 S
T
Invest K  K Ke
r
L
Ke
r(T t)
Total 0 K(e
r
L
  1)  S
T
1
fS
T
<Kg
+K(e
r(T t)
  1
fS
T
Kg
)
Since the payo on the event 
L
 T is bounded below by
 K1
fS
T
<Kg
+K(e
r(T t)
  1
fS
T
Kg
) = K(e
r(T t)
  1)
and since r > 0 the strategy outlined is an arbitrage strategy. The absence
of arbitrage opportunities in equilibrium implies that immediate exercise
is a suboptimal strategy.
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(ii) Consider now the case S  L. By Ito^'s lemma the discounted payo
 
t
 e
 rt
(L
t
 K) satises
(1.5.21) d 
t
= ((g
t
  r)e
 rt
L
t
+ re
 rt
K)dt; t 2 [0; T ]:
Condition (1.5.19) implies that the process  is nonincreasing (P-a.s.).
The optimality of immediate exercise follows since any waiting strategy
leads to a decrease in the discounted payo.
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